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INITIAL DECISION

INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On November 12, 2010, Denise Thornton (“Employee”) filed a petition for appeal with the Office of Employee Appeals (“OEA”) contesting the Office of the State Superintendent of Education (“Agency”) action of removing her from service. I was assigned this matter on or around February 4, 2011. Employee’s last position of record within the Agency was Assistant Terminal Manager. After reviewing the documents of record, I determined that there existed a question as to whether the OEA may exercise jurisdiction over this matter. Accordingly, on February 4, 2011, I issued an Order requiring Employee to address whether this Office may exercise jurisdiction over this matter. Employee has since submitted her brief on jurisdiction. After reviewing said brief along with the other documents of record, I have determined that no further proceedings are warranted. The record is now closed.

JURISDICTION

As will be explained below, the jurisdiction of this Office has not been established.
ISSUE

Whether this Office has jurisdiction over this matter.

FINDINGS OF FACT, ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Agency argues that Employee was serving in an at-will position at the time of her removal and considering as much she did not enjoy the protections accorded to a number of District government employees by operation of D.C. Official Code § 1-606.03 et al. In support of its contention, Agency cites D.C. Official Code §1-608.01a(b)(2)(A)(i), which provides in relevant part:

(b) The Board shall issue rules and regulations governing employment, advancement, and retention in the Educational Service, which shall include all educational employees of the District of Columbia employed by the Board. The rules and regulations shall be indexed and cross referenced as to the incumbent classification and compensation system…

(2)(A)(i) Excluding those employees in a recognized collective bargaining unit, those employees appointed before January 1, 1980, those employees who are based at a local school or who provide direct services to individual students, and those employees required to be excluded pursuant to a court order (collectively, “Excluded Employees”), a person appointed to a position within the Educational Service shall serve without job tenure.

Agency contends that Employee did not qualify for any of the exclusions cited within the preceding statute that would otherwise confer upon Employee any right to appeal a removal action before the OEA. Accordingly, Agency asserts that the OEA lacks the authority to adjudicate the instant matter.

Employee counters with the assertion that the OEA has the authority to review this matter because his position was subjected to a Reduction-in-Force (“RIF”). Employee did not proffer any sort of credible evidence, circumstantial or otherwise, to support this bare assertion.

Title 1, Chapter 6, Subchapter VI of the D.C. Official Code (2001), a portion of the Comprehensive Merit Protections Act (hereinafter “CMPA”), sets forth the law governing this Office. D.C. Official Code § 1-606.03 (“Appeal procedures”) reads in pertinent part as follows:

(a) An employee may appeal [to this Office] a final agency decision affecting a performance rating which results in removal of the employee . . ., an adverse action for cause that results in removal, reduction in grade, or suspension for 10 days or more . . ., or a reduction in force. . .

This Office has no authority to review issues beyond its jurisdiction. See Banks v.

Relying on D.C. Official Code §1-608.01(a)(2)(A)(i), I find that Employee was serving as an at-will employee at the time of her removal. Accordingly, I further find that Employee’s other claim that her position was subjected to a RIF is baseless. I conclude that Employee cannot appeal her removal to the OEA because the OEA lacks the jurisdiction to preside over her appeal.

ORDER

Based on the foregoing, it is hereby ORDERED that this matter be DISMISSED for lack of jurisdiction.

FOR THE OFFICE:

________________________
ERIC T. ROBINSON, ESQ.
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE